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ENVELOPES OF HOLOMORPHY AND HOLOMORPHIC CONVEXITY

BY

ROBERT CARMIGNANI

ABSTRACT. This paper is primarily a study of generalized notions of envelope of

holomorphy and holomorphic convexity for special (algebraically restricted) subsets of C"

and in part for arbitrary subsets of C". For any special set S in C", we show that every

function holomorphic in a neighborhood of S not only can be holomorphically continued

but also holomorphically extended to a neighborhood in C" of a maximal set S, the

"envelope of holomorphy" of S, which is also a special set of the same type as 5. Formulas

are obtained for constructing S for any special set S. "Holomorphic convexity" is

characterized for these special sets. With one exception, the only topological restriction on

these special sets is connectivity. Examples are given which illustrate applications of the

theorems and help to clarify the concepts of "envelope of holomorphy" and "holomorphic

convexity."

Introduction. Using Rossi's representation in [10] of the envelope of holomor-

phy of an arbitrary Riemann domain as the spectrum of a Fréchet algebra,

Harvey and Wells introduce in [6] the notion of envelope of holomorphy of an

arbitrary subset of a Stein manifold which is characterized as a projective limit

of Stein manifolds. In this paper we derive, since envelopes of holomorphy are

unique up to biholomorphism, an equivalent construction of envelopes of holomor-

phy of arbitrary subsets of C via H. Cartan's construction in [4] of the envelope

of holomorphy of an arbitrary Riemann domain, although we could have

extended this construction to arbitrary subsets of Riemann domains. It should be

pointed out that both Cartan's and Rossi's constructions depend on Oka's

solution to the Levi problem in [9] to prove that the envelope of holomorphy is

a Stein manifold. Also, the characterization of the envelope of holomorphy of a

Riemann domain as a projective limit of Stein manifolds is similar to the notion

mentioned by Bremermann (" ... for the proper notion of intersection ... ") in

[3, p. 176] and in a subsequent paper we show that this can be done.

In §11 we construct the envelopes of holomorphy of Reinhardt sets and tube sets

in C" and complete Hartogs sets in C2; with the exception of tube sets the only

topological restriction is connectivity. Also, we prove that each of these special

sets has a schlicht envelope of holomorphy, that is, the envelope of holomorphy can

be represented as a subset of C. Without connectivity we could show holomor-
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phic continuation to a maximal subset of C" but not in a univalent manner.

Except for Reinhardt domains which intersect the variety (z, ■ z2 ■ ■ ■ zn = 0} and

do not contain the origin, the construction of the envelopes of holomorphy of

Reinhardt domains and tube domains in C and complete Hartogs domains in C2

can be found in [12]. The lemmas of §1 construct the envelope of holomorphy of

any Reinhardt domain. Using this and by showing that the projective limit

reduces to an intersection of domains of holomorphy, we construct in §11 the

envelope of holomorphy, S, of any compact connected Reinhardt set S and then

obtain S for connected Reinhardt sets. In a similar fashion we handle complete

Hartogs sets in C2. We show the extension property for polygonally connected

tube sets, but for maximality we require that the base of the tube be compact. We

prove that if S is connected and is a Reinhardt set, complete Hartogs set in C2, or

a polygonally connected tube set with compact base, then S is holomorphically

convex (S = S) if and only if S is an intersection of domains of holomorphy. This

is not true in general.

§111 consists of eight examples. In particular, 3.1 is an example of a domain in

C2 whose envelope of holomorphy is not spread over a domain of holomorphy.

Capital letters are used to indicate theorems which can be found in the

literature, the exceptions being 1.7 and 1.10. A different proof of 1.7 appears in

[12, p. 174]. In the same reference [p. 182] essentially the same proof is given for

1.10.

CA is a notation for the complement of A, A/B is the set A n CÄ, and

AEEB means A is a compact subset of B.

This research was partially supported by the National Science Foundation

(grant GP 8997) and represents a major portion of the author's Ph.D. thesis

written at Rice University under the direction of Professor R. O. Wells, Jr.

I. Basic definitions and lemmas.

Definition 1.1. A subset T C C" is called a tube set if there exists a subset

t C R" such that

T=t + iW (iRn = (i(xx,x2,...,xn) : (xx,...,xn) E R"},

t is called the base of the tube T).

Let Exp be the map: C -+ C" defined by Exp(z,,... ,z„) = (eZi,... ,ez").

Definition 1.2. A subset S E C is called a Reinhardt set if (zx,... ,z„) E S

implies (ew¡zx,... ,e'9"zn) E S for arbitrary real Bx,62,..., 0n.

Definition 1.3. Let V be the complex analytic variety defined by

V = {(zx,...,zn) : z, -z2-z3 •••z„ = 0}.

If T is a tube set then Exp T = {(e" ,..., e'" ):(/,,..., /„) E T} is a Reinhardt

set such that (Exp T) n V = 0 and if S is a Reinhardt set then Exp"1 (5) is a

tube set with base R" n Exp"1 {S} = {(xx,.. .,xn) E R" : (ex',... ,ex") E S}.
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Definition 1.4. A Reinhardt set S is said to be logarithmically convex if

Exp-1 (S} is the intersection of open convex sets. The logarithmic hull of S, Slog,

is the intersection of all open logarithmically convex Reinhardt sets containing S.

The following lemma for open convex sets in R" is the analog of Theorem

2.6.11, p.48, Hörmander [7] for pseudoconvex open sets in C".

Lemma 1.5. If ß is an open convex set in R", then there exists a strictly convex

function f E C°°(ß) such that:

(1) ßc = {x E ß : f(x) < c} C Eüfor all c E R.

(2) ß = Uf=n ß/t, ß0 7^ 0 and (Vf) ^ 0 on 3ß* for each k = 0, 1, 2,...,

where Vf = (df/dxx,..., df/dxn) and dSlk is the boundary of ß^.

Remark. Sard's theorem shows that Lemma 1.5 is still valid if we delete the

words convex and strictly convex.

For a detailed account of the analogies of geometric and complex convexity

see Bremermann [2].

Definition 1.6. An open set S C C" is called a domain of holomorphy if there

are no open sets Sx and S2 in C" with the following properties:

(a) 0 i= Sx C S2 n S.

(b) S2 is connected and not contained in S.

(c) For every / G O(S) there is a function f2 E 0(S2) such that/ = /2 in Sx.

Lemma 1.7. If S is an open logarithmically convex Reinhardt set such that

S (~)  V = 0 (V is the variety of Definition 1.3), then S is a domain of holomorphy. (')

Proof. One could prove this lemma using the theorem of Cartan and Thullen;

however here we prove it via the Levi condition and Lemma 1.5.

Let ß = R" n Exp-1 {5}; then ß is an open convex set in R". Take / to be

the function in Lemma 1.5 and define the functions pk (k = 0,1,2,... ) as

follows:

( //Oog^il' ...,log|z„¡)-/c,       forzinS,
fcUi. ■•■,z»)- |ô(2)5) + i( for z in CS

(where 8 is the Euclidean distance function in C). Because/ G C°°(ß) we have

pk E CX(S). Let Sk = {z : pk(z) <0}; then 5 = Ut°°_0 Sk. Since Vpk

= x2((l/zx)df/dxx,.. .,(l/z„)df/dxn) we have that Vpk ̂  0 on dSk = {z : pk(z)

= 0} for each k = 0, 1, 2,.... It is easy to verify that d2pk/3z, 3zy = ( 1/4)( 1/z,)

•(l/Zj)c)2f/dXjdxjfor all z G Sk. Since/ G C°°(ß) is strictly convex, its Hessian

at each point in ß is a positive definite Hermitian operator on R". Hence its

extension must be positive definite on C". We obtain the following:

«    32pt i   t      d2f w- /w¡ \
,2   6^%^ » 4" J, ^^'l' • • • <l0gl'"^(i)

> 0   for all w in C and z G 3S*.

(') Lemma 1.7 can also be proved using the fact that the map Exp is a regular covering map.
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So by the solution to the Levi problem Sk is pseudoconvex. Because Sk E Sk+X

(k = 0,1,2,... ) and pseudoconvex domains are domains of holomorphy, the

result follows.

Lemma 1.8. If S is an open Reinhardt set, then the logarithmic hull of S, SXo&, is

open.

Proof. Since S is open, Exp-1 {S} is an open tube in C. Let T = Exp-1 {S},

then Exp t = SXo*/V. It follows that SXog/V is open because Exp is a local

biholomorphism from C into itself. Thus SXo& = Exp (f) u (S n V).

Definition 1.9. For S an open set in C" denote by O(S) the space of

holomorphic functions in S.

Lemma 1.10. Let S be an open connected Reinhardt set such that S n V = 0.

Then for each f E <D(S) there exists a function } E 0(SXog) such thatf/S =/.

Proof. We need the following theorem due to Bochner. For a proof see [1] or

[7].

Theorem A. // T is an open connected tube set, then for each / G <D(T) there

exists J G O(T), where T is the convex hull of T, such that] = f on T.

Let

R = {z : 3 /' with z, + z, < 0 and z¡ - z¡ = 0} and

log be the function: C - R -* C" defined by log(z,,... ,z„) = (log z,,...,

log z„) where log z, is the principal branch of logarithm for /' = 1,2,...,«.

If / G iD(S), where 5 is a Reinhardt domain such that S (~) V = 0, then

/o Exp G (D(Exp_1 {S}) and if we let T = Exp"1 {S}, by Bochner's theorem we

know there exists / G <D(t) such that J/T = f ° Exp. Thus / ° log

G O(SX0g/R) can be extended to a single-valued function/ G O($xos) (recall

S n V = 0) such that }\s\**/R = J ° log. Because Exp ° log extends to the

identity map on C" we have

/ \s/r = / ° kg \s/r = / ° Exp o bg" \S/R = / \S/R .

Consider the funtion g = / |s -/ G £)(S ); since S is connected and g = 0 on the

open set S/R, we have g = / \s -f = 0 on S. This completes the proof.

For any a = (ax,a2,... ,<x„) E R", let ah be > 0 (0 < k < n) and a,.+, be

< 0 (k < j < n) such that for each k, <xk is one and only one component of a.

Lemma 1.11. // C is any positive constant and «^0 is as above, then the

following hyperbolic half-spaces are domains of holomorphy:

hc% = {z : iz, r... \zltr < ciz„+, r-... ^ n~},

h¿< = {z: \zH r... \zit r > ciz6+1 r~... \z^ r--}.
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Note that if a, > 0 (/' = 1,2,... ,n), 77(?> is a complete Reinhardt domain.

Proof. We prove it for 77^ ; the case 77c< is proved similarly. Let

p(z) = a,,log|z„ | + .. . + a,tlog|z,t |

1
«*♦, loB

Z<J+.
- •■•-«,„__Jog z,„. logC;

then Hgy = {z : p(z) < 0} and we have that p(z) is plurisubharmonic in ß

= {z : | z,^+l | > 0 for k < j < n} since a linear combination with nonnegative

coefficients of plurisubharmonic functions is plurisubharmonic. Thus because ß

is a domain of holomorphy, it follows from the following theorem that 77^ is a

domain of holomorphy.

Theorem B. 7/ß is a domain of holomorphy and p is a plurisubharmonic function

in ß, then {z E ß : p(z) < 0} is a domain of holomorphy.

For a proof see [12, p. 103].

Let P be the map defined by P¡(zx,...,z,-,...,z„) = (z,,..., 0,...,z„).

Lemma 1.12. Let S be an open connected Reinhardt set in C ; then

S = $x°z U  Ü {T^S'os) : P¡ has a fixed point in S}

is a domain of holomorphy.

Proof. First to show S is open: Slog is open by Lemma 1.8. Suppose there

exists a point z° = (z°,... ,z°_x,Q,z°+x,... ,z°) G A and let £ be any element of

Slog ; then it follows by the logarithmic convexity of 5 that there exists a polydisc

(z : \zj - £,| <8,j = 1,... ,n} C Slog such that the polydisc (z : \zj - fy\ < 8,

j 7t i,\z,\ < |£,| + 0} C S. Thus for each point P¡(£) E P¡(Slog) there exists a

neighborhood of P(£) contained in S. This shows S is open.

We shall complete the proof of the lemma by induction over the dimension n.

Since every open set in C is a domain of a holomorphy, it is true for n = 1.

Suppose it has been proved for « — 1 dimensions. We shall prove it for n

dimensions by invoking the following theorem of Cartan and Thullen:

Theorem C. Let S be an open subset of C; then to each p E dS, there exists a

function fp E O(S) which cannot be holomorphically continued to p if and only if S

is a domain of holomorphy.

Theorem C follows immediately from the definition of domain of holomorphy

1.6.

We need to consider the following three cases:

Case 1. Suppose z° G 35 and z° n V = 0; then Exp"1 (z°) G 3F, where

F = Exp-1 (S). So by the geometric form of the Hahn-Banach theorem and the

logarithmic convexity of S there exists a hyperbolic half-space TT^ (or 77^ as

defined in Lemma 1.11) such that S C H¿y and z° G STT^ (S C //<?> since
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Exp F c Hgy). By Lemma 1.11, 77c> is a domain of holomorphy; hence by

Theorem C there exists a function F G 0(11^) such that F cannot be continued

to z°.

Case 2. Suppose z° G 35, z° = 0 for some integer j (1 <j < n) and

5 n Pj(S) = 0. Let F(zx,...,zn) = \/z}. Then F G û(5) and cannot be

analytically continued to z°.

Case 3. Suppose z° E 35, z° = 0 for some integer j (I < j < n) and

S n Pj(S) ^¿= 0. Here we use the inductive hypothesis that the lemma is true for

(n — 1) dimensions. Let gj be the map: C" —> C"_1 defined by

gj(zx, . . . ,Zj_x,Zj,Zj+x, . . . ,Z„) = (Zx, . . . ,Zj_x,Z„,Zj+x, ... ,z„_x)

and let f¡ be the map from C" into itself defined by

fj(zx, . . . ,Zj, . . . ,Z„) = (Zx, . . . ,Z„, . . . ,Zn_x,Zj).

Let 77„ be the map from C onto C"1 defined by

"îtOfi.^j.) = (zi>---.^-i)-

Then g; — ̂ n° f¡ is an open map since the projection w„ is an open map and f- is

a biholomorphism. It is easy to see g maps Reinhardt sets onto Reinhardt sets.

Since the restriction of g to R" maps convex sets in R" onto convex sets in R"~\

it follows that gj(S) is logarithmically convex.

Let F""1 : C"-1 -> C"-x be the map defined by

Fn-'(z1,...,z„...,z„_1) = (z1,z2,...,0,...,zn_1)       (1 </  <«- 1).

Suppose P¡"~x has a fixed point in gj(S); then there exists z° G 5 such that

zk = 0 and the /th component of gj(zx,... ,z„) is zft. Since Pk(S) C 5 we have

F/"_1(S>(^)) C g7(5). Thus gy(5) satisfies the conditions of the lemma and is

C C_1, so by our inductive hypothesis it is a domain of holomorphy. g,(5) X C

is a domain of holor.orphy in C" since the product of domains of holomorphy

is a domain of holomorphy. Since jfj is a biholomorphism of C onto itself

fj(g¡(S)xC) is a domain of holomorphy and contains 5 since (z,,...,z„)

G 5 =*#-•„... ,z„,... ,zn_,,A) = (z,,... ,\,... ,z„) G j$.(g,(S") X C) V A EC,

If z° were in fjig¡(S) X C), then z° = Pj(z") would be in 5. But this is

impossible since z° G 35. It follows that z° G 3jÇ(g,(5) X C) because every

neighborhood of z° contains points of 5. By Theorem C there exists a function

F G £>ifjigii§) X C)) such that F cannot be continued to z°.

Any point z° G 35 is as in Case 1, 2 or 3; thus by the sufficiency part of

Theorem C, 5 is a domain of holomorphy in C. This completes the proof of

Lemma 1.12.
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Definition 1.13. Let 5 be an open set in C" and / G <D(S); then / can be

holomorphically continued to a point z° G dS if there exist open sets Sx and S2 in

C" with z° G S2 and S2 connected such that (1) 0 ^ Sx C S n S2, (2) there

exists/ G 0(S2) such that/ = / in 5,.

Definition 1.14. A subset S C C" is called a Hartogs set in the z'th component

if (zi,... ,z,,... ,z„) G 5 implies (z,,... ,ei9z¡,... ,z„) E S for arbitrary real 0.

Theorem D. If S is an open, connected Hartogs set in z, and if there exists z° E S

such that z° = 0, then every function in <D(S) can be holomorphically continued to

each point of S = {(zx,... ,Xz¡,... ,z„) : z G 5 and |X| < 1}.

See [12] for a proof of D.

Lemma 1.15. Let S be an open connected Reinhardt set; then for eachf E O(S)

there is a function f E €>(§) where S is as in Lemma 1.12 such that f = / on S.

Proof. Given / G O(S), consider / \s/v E 0(S/V), where V, recall, is the

variety (z : zxz2 ... z„ = 0}. By Lemma 1.10 there exists a function /'

G O(SX0*/V) such that f\s/v=fl on S/V. Define the function f2 on S

U (SXo*/V) = Sl°s as follows:

f2(A = {f\z),    zEO(Sx°*/V),

J ()     \f(z),      z E S.

This is permissible since S n (§log/V) = S/V and S/V is connected. The

connectivity of S/ V follows because F is a complex analytic subset of 5 and S is

connected.

Thus /' =/ on S/V a connected open set; this implies f2 E O(SX0g) and

/ = /2onS.

Suppose Pj has a fixed point in S; then consider §Xog as a Hartogs domain in

Zj. If w G Pj(§ l08) but w G § l08, it follows from the logarithmic convexity of SXog

that w E dSlog and so by Theorem D there exists an open connected set S2

containing w, an open set Sx such that 0 ^¿5, C ^log n ^2, and a function

fw E <D(S2) where fw = f2 on Sx. Since S is a domain of holomorphy S2 E S and

52 D ^ n S10« c S2 n (s/ ÍJ {P¡(Sx°s) : P> has a fixed point in S}\

= S2 n (S/K) = 52/F

because 52 C S.

We have that S2/V is connected since 52 is connected. 52/K = 52 implies

S2 n £log is connected because S2/V E S2 n SXog E S2. Let

7(,(f2(z).   z eS**,

JA2)     \fw(z),   zES2.
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Since S2 n Slog is connected,/*, = f2 on S2 n Slog. Thus for each w E Pj(SXog)

where 1 < j < « and P¡ has a fixed point in S we can extend f2 E <D(Slog) to a

function/w G iD(Slog u A'*) where Nw is a neighborhood of w contained in S

and 5log n Nw is connected.

Define / as follows. Let

rf2(z),      ZESX°g,

Jif)   *  \   * «A
ljw(z),    z E U {P,(Slog) : P¡ has a fixed point in 5}.

Suppose w E AL, n AL,  where /,, G 0(SXo* U AL,) and X, G O(Sl0g u ALJ.

Then we have

s D (SXog u yvWl) n (Slog u nWi) = S'°g u (Nw¡ n <vW2) d Í/F

since AL, u NWJ E §. S being connected implies S/V is connected, so .§log

U (AL, n NW2) is connected because S/V = S. This means /W| =/W2 on

(Siog U A>W|) n (Slog U AW2).Thus/ G €(S)andf = fWi \S=J\S.

II. Envelopes of holomorphy and holomorphic convexity.

2.1. Open sets. We now state for open subsets of C the fundamental existence

theorem for envelopes of holomorphy first proved by Cartan [4] and Oka [9].

Theorem E. Given any open subset U E C there exist:

(1) a Stein manifold Ü,

(2) a biholomorphism x '■ U —* x(^) c Ü such that for each f E <D(U) one can

find] E O(Ü) so thatf ° x = f on U,
(3) a local biholomorphism it : Ü -* tr(Ü) C C such that it ° \ = identity on U

(it is sometimes called the projection or spread of Ü in C).

Furthermore, Ü is unique up to biholomorphism.

Remarks. Uniqueness is due to B. Malgrange [8]. Also, tt(0) need not be a

domain of holomorphy. For an example see 3.1.

Definition 2.11. For U open in C" any Stein manifold satisfying (2) and (3) in

Theorem E is called the envelope of holomorphy of U, which we shall denote by

Ü. If TT is injective, then U is said to have a schlicht envelope of holomorphy and

furthermore if t/is connected then the domain of holomorphy tt(0) E C is the

schlicht envelope of holomorphy.

Theorem 2.12. If S is an open connected Reinhardt set in C, then S has a schlicht

envelope of holomorphy S given by:

S = SXog U   Û {Pj(SXog) : P¡ has a fixed point in S}.

Remark. In [5], it is proved that if AT is a compact connected Reinhardt (circled)

set and if int K meets {zy = 0} whenever K does, then K is holomorphically

convex if and only if K is rationally convex. Also, the rationally convex hull of

K is explicitly constructed. From this we can obtain the envelope of holomorphy

of any Reinhardt domain. The author would like to thank the referee for pointing

this out.
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Proof. By Lemma 1.12, 5 is a domain of holomorphy. The extension property

is Lemma 1.15.

Definition 2.13. A Hartogs set S in z, is said to be complete if (zx,... ,z¡,... ,zn)

E S implies (zx,... ,\z¡,... ,z„) E S for all À G C such that |A| < 1.

Lemma 2.14. 7/5 C C" is a complete Hartogs domain in z„, then there exists an

upper semicontinuous function g on 7r„(5) (where -nn(zx,... ,z„) = (z,,... ,z„_x))

such that

S = {z : |z„| <g(z,,..., ,z„_,) : (z,,... ,z„_,) G 77„(5)}.

Proof. g(z,,... ,z„_,) = Sup(z,     ^)e5|z„| is the function.

Theorem F. 7/5 C C2 is a complete Hartogs domain in z2, then S has a schlicht

envelope of holomorphy S given by

S = {z: \z2\ <ev^,zx E tt2(S)}

where V is the least superharmonic majorant for In g in 7rZ2(5) (g the defining

function for S given in Lemma 2.14).

Proof. The extension property can be found in [12, p. 183]. The function P,

defined by P(zx,z2) = \z2\ - eV(-z^, is plurisubharmonic in wr2(5) X C, a domain

of holomorphy. Thus by Theorem B, 5 = (z : P(z) < 0) C mZl(S) X C is a

domain of holomorphy.

Theorem G. If T is a tube domain, then T has a schlicht envelope of holomorphy,

T, the convex hull of T.

Theorem G follows from Bochner's Theorem A and the fact that open convex

sets are domains of holomorphy.

2.2. Reinhardt sets. The following is due to Cartan:

Theorem H. If Ua and Uß are open subsets ofC" and Ua C Uß, then there exists

a local biholomorphism (paß of Üa into Oß such that the following diagram is

commutative:

-►
ua uß

\i xß

u* ——a—" uß

(where i is the inclusion map).
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For a proof see [8, p. 36]. Let 5 be any subset of C and {Ua : a E of}

be the family of open neighborhoods of 5, where Ua C Uß if and only if

a > ß. If a > ß > y, then it follows from Theorem H that <pAy = <pß<y o yaß.

Thus it is possible to define:

Definition 2.21. For 5 any subset of C" and {Ua: a E <=#} as above, we shall

call the projective limit, S = lima £?„, the envelope of holomorphy of 5. (Compare

Harvey and Wells [6].)

The maps, xa '■ U„ -*■ Üa and -na : Üa -> "na(Üa) C C" defined in Theorem E

induce maps

X-S^S    and    m : S -» Q iro(0a) C C"

such that x is injective and tr ° x~ identity on 5 because xa is injective and

""a ° Xa — identity on Ua for each a E ^4.

By/ G O(S) we mean 3 Ua such that/ G <D(t/a). Then 3 / G <D(£7a) that

lifts/, i.e.,/ o X« =/on l/a. Letpa be projection from 5 onto Üa, then/ ° /?„ lifts

/ G 0(5) to 5.

Definition 2.22. 5 is said to be holomorphically convex if x is surjective.

Definition 2.23. If m is injective, then 5 is said to have a schlicht envelope of

holomorphy.

Remark. Theorems E and H are valid for Riemann domains so we could have

extended these definitions to arbitrary subsets of Riemann domains. However,

the spreads xa and hence the map x need not be injective.

\f{Vß-.ß E S}isa fundamental system of open neighborhoods of 5, then 5

can be equivalently characterized as lim^ Vß. Furthermore, if each Vß is connected

and has a schlicht envelope of holomorphy and ß^ is the domain of holomorphy

associated to Vß, then 5 has a schlicht envelope of holomorphy 5 = Dß ß^. More

precisely, we have the following:

Lemma 2.24. If S is a connected Reinhardt set and {Ua : a E cA} is a

fundamental system of open connected Reinhardt neighborhoods of 5, then S has a

schlicht envelope of holomorphy S given by:

S = Q  0a = Q (t/alog U   Û {F(t4log) : Pi has a fixed point in Ua}

= £log u- (J {F(5log) : Pi has a fixed point in 5).

Proof. By Theorem 2.12 each Ua has a schlicht envelope of holomorphy

Üa = (7alog u UJLi {F(tf„log) : P has a fixed point in Ua). Thus the map v : S

-^ C" must be injective since each tra is injective. This shows 5 has a schlicht

envelope of holomorphy
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§ = Q Üa = Q (ûXog u  Û {P¡(ÜXog) : 7} has a fixed point in Ua}\

§log is by definition the intersection of all logarithmically convex Reinhardt

domains containing S, and since ( Ua : a E cd} is a fundamental neighborhood

system for 5 it follows that SXo% = Ha i?alog. For each /' = 1,..., « we have

Pf H0 t/„log) = r\ P¡(UXog) since P, is a projection. It follows that

Slog u  Ü [P,(Slog) : P¡ has a fixed point in S}
i=\

= (n ft108) U (n (û {/>( #„'<*) : ^ has a fixed point in t/a}))

= Q (ft108 U  Û {/Î(c7al0g) : /? has a fixed point in !/„})

because if z E ÛXoi and z is not in P¡( ÛXo&) for some /' and a E c/t such that P

has a fixed point in Ua ; and if z is not in t?jog and z G U,n„, {/?( (7^og) : /| has a

fixed point in LL}, then we obtain a contradiction since /' can be chosen so that

P¡ has a fixed point in S.

Lemma 2.25. If K is a compact Reinhardt set in C" and if Kj = {z : 8(z,K)

< '//} (j — 1)2,...), then the family {Kj : j = 1,2,...} forms a fundamental

neighborhood system of open connected Reinhardt neighborhoods of S.

Proof. Since K is compact and 5 is continuous it follows that given any U D K

there exists an integer N such that if y > N, then K E K} E U. It remains to

show Kj is a connected Reinhardt set. If w E Kj, then there exists k E K such

that 8(w,k) < \/j. It follows that (z : |z,| = |w,| for each / = 1,..., «} C Kj

since K is Reinhardt; that A^ is connected follows from the facts [tw + (l-t)k:

t E [0,1]} C Kj and the union of connected sets with a point in common is

connected. This completes the proof of the lemma.

In [5, p. 513] it is proved that K is the projective limit of compact Hausdorff

spaces. Hence K is compact since the projective limit of compact spaces is

compact.

Theorem 2.26. // K is a compact connected Reinhardt set, then K has a schlicht

envelope of holomorphy K given by:

K = Ä^ u  Ü {Pi(KXo*) : Pi has a fixed point in K}.

Moreover, K has a fundamental neighborhood system of domains of holomorphy.

Proof. By Lemma 2.25, K has a fundamental neighborhood system of open

connected Reinhardt sets Kj. Lemma 2.24 implies

K * Q KJ = ^'0g u y ipÁKlos) : pi has a fixed point in K}.
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By the preceding remark K is compact, and since ßm = n™| K¡ is a domain of

holomorphy for each m we have that (ßm : m = 1,2,...} is a fundamental

neighborhood system of domains of holomorphy for K.

Theorem 2.27. If K is a compact connected Reinhardt set inC, then the following

are equivalent:

(1) A is holomorphically convex.

(2) K has a fundamental neighborhood system of domains of holomorphy.

(3) K = Alog u  U"_, {7>(Âlog) : P¡ has a fixed point in K).

Proof. (1)=>(3). K being holomorphically convex means x : A —* K is a bijection

onto K; thus -n : K —> C is injective and so it follows that K has a schlicht

envelope of holomorphy K = K. By Theorem 2.26 we obtain the formula in (3).

(2)=>(3). Let {ßß : ß G S) be a fondamental neighborhood system of domains

of holomorphy for K. By Lemma 2.25 for each ß^ there exists Kj such that

K C Kj■ C ßß. The definition of domain of holomorphy (1.6) shows that

Kj C ßß. Thus K = n, Kj and from this, Lemma 2.24 implies

K = Alog u  Ü {F(Âlog) : P has a fixed point in A}.
/=i

(3)=>(1). Theorem 2.26 and (3) together imply K = K. Thus x : A —> K must

be surjective, but this means K is holomorphically convex.

(3)=>(2). This is clear.

For a point p = (px,... ,p„) G 5, a Reinhardt set, let Kp = 5^,1 X ... X 5^

= {z : |z,| = \p¡\ for each i = I,..., n}; then Kp is a compact connected Rein-

hardt set and 5 = UpeS Kp. From this we obtain:

Lemma 2.28. 7/5 is a connected Reinhardt set in C", then 5 has a fundamental

neighborhood system of Reinhardt domains.

Proof. If U is an open set containing 5, then U D Kp for each p E 5. By

Lemma 2.25 there exists a Reinhardt domain Vp such that Í/D Vp D Ap for each

/? G 5. It follows that U D LL,eS ̂  ^ U^s AT, - 5. If V - U,es £, then V is

an open Reinhardt set because the union of Reinhardt sets is Reinhardt and each

Vp is open. Since C is locally connected the component of V containing 5 is

open. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 2.29. If S is a connected Reinhardt set, then S has a schlicht envelope of

holomorphy S given by:

5 = 5log U  Û ÍF(5log) : Pi has a fixed point in S}.
t=i

Moreover, S = Oa 0a, where each Üa is a domain of holomorphy.

Proof. By Lemma 2.28, 5 has a fundamental neighborhood system of open

connected Reinhardt sets Ua each having a schlicht envelope of holomorphy 0a.

The result follows from Lemma 2.24.
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Theorem 2.29.1. // 5 is a connected Reinhardt set in C, then the following are

equivalent:

(1) S is holomorphically convex.

(2) S is an intersection of domains of holomorphy

(3) S = £log u  US., {Pi(Sx°s) : P¡ has a fixed point in S }.

Proof. (1)=>(3). This is proved just as in Theorem 2.27.

(2)=>(3). Suppose S = Ha ÍZb0 where {2ia : a G ^f} is a family of domains of

holomorphy, then by Lemma 2.28, 5 has a fundamental neighborhood system of

open connected Reinhardt sets [Rß : ß G S3}, just as in the proof for the compact

case we obtain S = C\ß Rß. So by Lemma 2.24 we have

5 = £log u  L) {Pi(Sx°s) : Pi has a fixed point in S}.

(3)=>(1). The same proof as in Theorem 2.27 works here.

(3)=>(2). This is clear.

2.3. Hartogs sets. Let ScC2 be a complete Hartogs set in z2. For each

P = (P\,Pi) S S, let {px}xDlpil = {z : zx = px and |z2| < |p2|}; then S =

Upes [P\] x D\pr\- From the proof of Lemma 2.25 it follows that the sets

SpJ = {z : \z — px\ < \/j} X (|z| < |p2| + 1//} form a fundamental neighbor-

hood system for {p,} X D\P1\. Because for eachp in S and each positive integer

j, Spj is a complete Hartogs domain, and the union of complete Hartogs sets is a

complete Hartogs set we have:

Lemma 2.31. Every connected complete Hartogs set has a fundamental neighbor-

hood system of complete Hartogs domains.

Proof. By the remarks above one can find a fundamental neighborhood system

of open complete Hartogs sets. The lemma now follows from the local connectiv-

ity of C".

Theorem 2.32. If S E C2 is a connected complete Hartogs set, then S has a

schlicht envelope of holomorphy S given by:

S = {(zx,z2): \z2\ <g(zx),zx E%2(S)}

U {(zx,z2) : \z2\ =g(zx)andzx E ttZ2(S)}

where g(z) = inf {«(z) : In « is superharmonic in a neighborhood of tt2i(S) and

h > g} (g is the defining function for S given in Lemma 2.14).

Proof. Theorem F and Lemma 2.31 imply S has a fundamental neighborhood

system of open sets whose envelopes of holomorphy are schlicht. The result now

follows just as in the Reinhardt case.

The proof of the following theorem is also similar to the Reinhardt case:
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Theorem 2.33. 7/5 is a connected complete Hartogs set in C2, then the following

are equivalent:

(1) 5 is holomorphically convex.

(2) S is an intersection of domains of holomorphy.

(3) 5 = 5 as given in Theorem 2.32.

Moreover, if S is compact, then S has a fundamental neighborhood system of domains

of holomorphy.

2.4. Tube sets. A close examination of the proof of Theorem A as given in [7,

p. 41] yields the following:

Theorem 2.41. If T is a polygonally connected tube set, then for each function f

holomorphic in a neighborhood of T one can find a function F holomorphic in a

neighborhood of t, the convex hull of T, such that F = / on T.

If a tube set is connected and has a compact base, then F is a closed convex

set. Thus F is the intersection of domains of holomorphy because open convex

sets are domains of holomorphy. This helps to establish the following:

Theorem 2.42. If T is a polygonally connected tube set with base t either open or

compact in R", then T has a schlicht envelope of holomorphy T. Furthermore, the

following are equivalent:

(1) T is holomorphically convex.

(2) T is an intersection of domains of holomorphy.

(3) T=f.

Proof. The preceding remark makes (2)<=>(3) obvious. Since n(T) = F we have

that (2)=K1). Finally Theorem 2.41 shows that (1)=>(3).

Because tube sets do not have fundamental neighborhood systems of open tube

sets we do not obtain results for arbitrary tube sets. For an example see 3.6.

Remark. Just as in 2.21, one can define the notion of envelope of meromorphy

of an arbitrary subset 5 of a Riemann domain ß. Since the envelope of

meromorphy and envelope of holomorphy of any Riemann domain Í/CÜ

coincide, it follows that the envolope of meromorphy and envelope of holomorphy of

5, also, coincide. Thus all the theorems and lemmas given here remain valid if

we change the words holomorphic, holomorphically and envelope of holomorphy

to meromorphic, meromorphically and envelope of meromorphy respectively

whenever they appear.

III. Examples.

3.1. A domain in C2 whose envelope of holomorphy is not spread over a domain of

holomorphy. Let D = {(zx,z2) :3p6(J,l) and 3 / G (0,2nn) with n > 1

where zx = pe", and —$ + / < \z2\ < j + /} and ß = {(zx,z2,z3) : j < [z,|

< 1,0 < Imz3 < 2/177, and |z2| < j + Im z3). Then the envelope of holomor-

phy, D, of D can be described as follows:
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D = [z E Q : z, - eZ3 = 0}.

Since Q is a domain of holomorphy, D is obviously Stein. To see the extension

property note that D = {(zx,z2,z-i) : 3 p G (j-,1) and 3 / G (0,2ntr) with z,

= pe", \z2\ < 5 + /, and z3 = log p + /"/}. An application of Theorem D for

Hartogs domains shows each/ G <D(D) extends to D.

Let tt(zx,z2,z3) = (zx,z2); then ir(D) = {(zx,z2) : 3 p G (i, 1) and 3 / G (0,

2ntr) with zx = pe", \z2\ </(f) where

Ti + 2(n - 1 )«,    for / G [0,2(« - 1 )tt),

n)     \\ + t, fortE[2(n-\)TT,2nir)}.

By Theorem F it follows that the envelope of holomorphy of ir(D) is

{(2„*a):KI*il < l,|z2|<i + 2/nr)

because tr(D) is a complete Hartogs domain and the least superharmonic

majorant of In/is the constant function ln(j + 2ntr). D was given by Thullen in

[11, pp. 64-76] as an example of a domain having a nonschlicht envelope of

holomorphy.

3.2. A convex set ScC2 which is not holomorphically convex. Let S = {(zx,z2) :

\zx\ < 1 and |z2| < oo} u {(zx,z2) : |z,| = 1 and |z2| < 1). S is a connected

Reinhardt set and 5log = {(zx,z2) : |z,| < 1 and |z2| < oo} = D X C (where

D = [z : \z\ < 1}) because each open convex set containing ((log|z, |,log|z2|) :

log|z,| < 0 and log|z2| < oo} u {(log|z,|,log|z2|) : log|z,| =0 and log|z2|

< 0} contains {(log|zi|,log|z2|) : loglzj < 0andlog|z2| < oo}.

Thus by Theorem 2.29 each / holomorphic in a neighborhood of 5" extends to

a function holomorphic in a neighborhood of 5log.

3.3. A closed lower dimensional set in C2 whose envelope of holomorphy is a

domain of holomorphy which is not simply connected. If

S = {(z,,z2):e < |z2| <<?2,1 < |z, | and log|z,| = (1/(2 - log|z2|))-l}

U {(z,,z2): 1 <|z2| <e,\ < |z,| and log|z,| = (1/log|z2|) - 1}

U {(zx,z2) : \z2\ = e,\zx\ < 1},

then S is a connected Reinhardt set. So if A = (z : 1 < \z\ < e2}, then SXo*

= {(zx,z2) : 1 < |z2| < e2,zx E C) = Cx^,a domain of holomorphy.

3.4. A set in C2 whose envelope of holomorphy is neither open nor closed. If

S = {(zx,z2) : |z,| < l,|z2| < l}/(z : |z,| = I,|z2| = 1}, then S is a connected

Reinhardt set such that S = SXo* u PX(S) u P2(S). Thus by Theorem 2.29 we

have 5 = 5.
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3.5. An open convex set whose closure does not have a fundamental neighborhood

system of domains of holomorphy. For p > 0 let 5P = {(z1;Z2) : \zx\ < p}; then

Sp = {(z\,z2) : |z,| < p } is a holomorphically convex Reinhardt set, but 5p does

not have a fundamental neighborhood system of domains of holomorphy since

every open convex set containing {(log|z, |,log|z2|) : log|z,| <logp} = {(x,.y) :'

x < log p) C R2 contains a uniform neighborhood of {(x,y) : x < log p}.

However, the variety limp_05p = {(zx,z2) : z, = 0} has a fundamental neighbor-

hood system of domains of holomorphy.

3.6. A closed convex tube set which does not have a fundamental neighborhood

system of domains of holomorphy. Let 5 = C X / R = {(zx,z2) : z, G C and z2 + z2

= 0} = R + /R2; then 5 is a connected complete Hartogs set and since any

subharmonic function that is — oo on R C C is = — oo, we have by Theorem 2.32

that every function holomorphic on a neighborhood of 5 extends to a function

holomorphic on C X U, where U is an open set in C containing the real numbers.

However, it is easy to find neighborhoods of C X R not containing C X [/for any

U open in C.

3.7. A holomorphically convex set which is not the intersection of domains of

holomorphy. Let

5 = {(z,,z2): |z,| < l,|z2| = 0) U {(z,,z2):z1=0,|z2| < 1}

U  0 [izuz2) : ^ < \zx\ < ¡î,\z2\ = I - \y

5 is a compact Reinhardt set. Every domain of holomorphy containing 5 must

contain {(z1;z2) : l/2'+1 < \zx\ < l/2',\z2\ < 1 - 1//}. But 5is holomorphically

convex since each component of 5 is holomorphically convex. This example is due

to J. E. Bjork.

3.8. A logarithmically convex Reinhardt domain which is not a domain of

holomorphy. Let 5 = {(z,,z2) : jz, | < 1,0 < |z2| < 1}/{(z,,z2) : z, = 0, |z2|

= 1/2); then5log = 5, but 5 = {(z,,z2) : |z,| < 1,0 < |z2| < 1} by 2.12. Note

that the extension property also follows from Hartogs theorem [7, p. 30] since 5

is connected and {(zx,z2) : z, = 0, |z2| = 1/2} is compact.
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